Earth Day Crazy Word Game!

Recycling Day

Today is ________________ (day of the week), and that means it’s time to take the ________________ (thing) out to the ________________ (noun) so it can be recycled. Like I always do, I looked ________________ (adverb) through the ________________ (thing) to make sure I was recycling ________________ (adjective). To my surprise, there was a ________________ (thing) in the bin! I felt very ________________ (emotion) and didn’t know what to do. Just then, the garbage truck pulled up in front of my house. I told the driver I had a ________________ (thing) in my ________________ (color) bin. She ________________ (emotion) and said the ________________ (thing) did not belong in ________________ (place). I told her thank you, and then took the ________________ (thing) out of the bin and put it back on the ________________ (place) where it belonged. It was a ________________ (adjective) recycling day!

Spot the Difference

These sparkling cans are ready for the recycling bin. They hit all the marks—empty, clean and dry. But something’s off between these two images. Can you spy the 5 details that were scrubbed away? Look on the next page to check your work.

We talked about leaving room on this template for about three sentences. I can’t remember why, but here is where the sentences can go. Is everyone happy with this, huh? HUH? well, you’d better be, dammit. Or we can remove this, too.
Spot the Difference Answers

Below are the answers. Hope you got them all!
Recycling Day

Today is ________________ (day of the week), and that means it’s time to take the _______________ (thing) out to the _______________ (noun) so it can be recycled. Like I always do, I looked _______________(adverb) through the ______________(thing) to make sure I was recycling _______________ (adjective). To my surprise, there was a _______________(thing) in the bin! I felt very ______________(emotion) and didn’t know what to do. Just then, the garbage truck pulled up in front of my house. I told the driver I had a ______________(thing) in my ______________(color) bin. She ______________(emotion) and said the ______________(thing) did not belong in ______________(place). I told her thank you, and then took the ______________(thing) out of the bin and put it back on the ______________(place) where it belonged.

It was a ______________(adjective) recycling day!